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many voices one umma
sociopolitical debate in the muslim community
james A toronto
As a religion expands beyond its original setting it encounters new

historical economic social and geopolitical forces the resulting clash
between sacred truth and secular reality creates ideological tensions within
a religious community that lead its followers to engage in a process of dialogue reform and reconciliation this process of dialectical exchange
occurs both between members of the community and between the community and outside forces often it gives rise to traumatic even violent
schisma and the establishment of breakconflict and frequently leads to schisms
away religious movements the history of religion provides abundant evidence that the ability of a nascent religious community to deal effectively
with these dialectical tensions is a crucial factor in determining whether it
will remain a tradition of limited influence or become one of lasting
worldwide significance
the prophet joseph smith addressed the issues of tension and change
when he observed that which is wrong under one circumstance may be
and often is right under another
this is the principle on which the
government of heaven is conducted by revelation adapted to the circumstances in which the children of the kingdom are placed 151I numerous
examples of this principle from latter day saint history include changes in
organizational structure political and economic philosophy temple worship the practice of plural marriage and the policy on blacks and the priesthood such examples illustrate how church leaders have applied the
principle of adapted revelation as they have confronted and adjusted to
new circumstances the worldwide expansion and vibrance of the church
are evidences of its capacity to identify those elements that can be modified
to fit changing realities and those that cannot be altered without compromising its essential identity integrity and vitality
islam provides another instructive example of the historical pattern of
growth adaptation and change from its beginnings early in the seventh
century ce the muslim community or umma has passed through periods of rapid expansion structural adjustment and external and internal
strife today more than a millennium after its inception the umma is one
of the largest and fastest growing religious communities in the world and
is projected to surpass christianity in total membership by the middle of
the twenty first century
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an assessment of the islamic experience can provide understanding of
the internal dynamics of one of the most prominent but misunderstood
faith communities in the world such an examination can also yield
insights on three vital issues in the broader arena of comparative religious
studies 1 the status of women 2 religious extremism and 3 the problem of maintaining unity in a changing world this article examines these
three key issues which have occupied center stage in the muslim community s historical evolution each issue reflects a dialectical tension that the
umma has grappled with whether as debate among muslims themselves or
as apologetic literature designed to explain and defend the islamic experience
to outsiders in my analysis 1I describe the origin and nature of each issue
assess the critical muslim and non muslim arguments and explore implications and related issues from the perspective of comparative religion

the status of women in islam
islam has long occupied a prominent position in the wider debate on
the role of women in religion 2 muslim practices are regularly condemned in
feminist debate by both muslim and non muslim intellectuals as
misogynistic and western mass media and scholarship
anachronistic and mysogynistic
have typically portrayed muslim women as anonymous entities bereft of
rights identity intelligence personality or a significant role to play in society
these views of women s roles in islam form the nub of one of the
sharpest contentions between the muslim east and the christian west
western criticism of islamic family life and gender roles strikes muslims as
hypocritical they point to the high rates of sexual promiscuity divorce
drug abuse crime and teenage pregnancy in the largely christian western
nations as proof that the avowed superiority of liberal christian mores is a
delusion and that such permissiveness erodes the family and social structure of the nation
yes muslims affirm their religion does advocate a more traditional
form of family life in which men and women have complementary equally
important roles generally speaking men are the breadwinners and protec tors women are the homemakers and nurturers
tectors
nurturers but the fundamental
requirements and rewards of allah are the same for both men and women
islam seeks to build marriages and families that foster faith kindness hard
work cooperation and prosperity islam does not condone abuse of wife
and children as suggested in literature and movies in the west 3 on the
contrary the quran and sunna the example of the prophet muhammad
admonish men women and children to be kind gentle and respectful in
their family relations
the muslim view of gender roles and family life is based on the
surma 4 the quran teaches that allah created men and
qur
aur an and sunna
women to work harmoniously together and to be a source of happiness
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/4
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and peace to one another and among his signs is this that he created for
you mates from among yourselves that ye may dwell in tranquillity with
them and he has put love and mercy between your hearts 3021 and
never will 1I suffer to be lost the work of any of you be he male or female
ye are members one of another 3195 see also 2187
in contrast to the christian tradition that appears to assign greater
opprobrium to eve than to adam in their fall from grace the qur
aur an
satans tempclearly indicates that both the man and the woman yielded to gatans
tation and were therefore equally responsible for the expulsion from paradise 722 23 allah does not distinguish between men and women in his
expectations and rewards for believers if any do deeds of righteousness
be they male or female and have faith they will enter heaven and not the
least injustice will be done to them 4124 another verse is more explicit
on this point
for muslim men and women for believing men and women for devout
men and women for true men and women for men and women who are
patient and constant for men and women who humble themselves for men
and women who give in charity for men and women who fast for men and
women who guard their chastity and for men and women who engage much
in allahs remembrance for them has allah prepared forgiveness and great
reward 3335

the hadith literature

sayings and actions of the early leaders portrays
muhammad as a paragon of kindness courtesy and gentleness in his dealings with his wives and other women as a man who championed women s
rights advocated mutual understanding and respect between the sexes
and encouraged husbands by his personal example to treat wives well and
help them with household chores 5
however the quran does prescribe different social and familial roles
qurans
for men and women and because the Qu
rans meaning on these issues is
burans
at times general in nature the interpretation and practice of these divergent roles have become the focus of debate among muslims and of criti-

cism from outside the umma the quran designates men as the
protectors and maintainers of women because allah has given the one
more strength than the other and because they support them from their
means 434 even though both believing men and women should lower
their gaze and guard their modesty 2430 31 the sunna and qur
aur anic
commentaries make it clear that a greater degree of privacy in dress is
required for women 6
muslim sources point out that islam greatly elevated the status of
women the qur
aur an condemns the practice of female infanticide apparently
quite common in pre islamic arabian culture and allots to women certain
rights in marriage and inheritance that they did not enjoy before the
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advent of islam but because men have responsibilities for supporting the
family that are not required of women a males inheritance in islamic law
equals that of two females 411 in order to protect women s honor against
slander or false allegations four witnesses rather than the usual two are
required to establish guilt in cases of adultery 415 244 and notes
one can say that the qur
aur an permits polygyny but does not recommend it it limits to four the number of wives that a man can legally marry
in pre islamic arabia the number was unlimited and this permission is
given in the context of verses dealing with orphaned women and widows
it adds the condition that if the husband cannot deal justly with them
then only one wife is permissible 43 modernists in islam interpret these
verses to mean that since it is virtually impossible for a man to care equitably and justly for four wives allahs intent is that muslims practice
monogamy another widely held muslim view is that taking more than one
wife is acceptable especially in cases where the first wife cannot bear children but that it is generally not practical for economic reasons too difficult to support two or more households though various interpretations
exist the reality is that only a small percentage of muslims practice polygyny today
because men have the duty of protecting women and providing for
qur
families the quran
women to be devoutly obediaur an encourages righteous womercto
ent in the case of wives who are persistently and flagrantly disobedient
the qur
aur an counsels husbands to admonish them first next refuse to
share their beds and last beat them lightly 434 the commentaries
emphasize that slight physical correction is a last resort to be used only in
extremely rare cases and in a way that inflicts no pain or injury 7
the symbol of the polemic between muslims and non muslims is the
veil that many muslim women wear in public to westerners the custom
in most muslim societies of women covering the head when men are not
required to do so is tangible evidence that islam discriminates against
women and relegates them to secondary status As always however the
reality beneath the surface of sociocultural appearances is complex and
defies facile conclusions
muslims themselves have divergent views on the issue of veiling opinions and practices have varied at different times and in different places and
social cultural and political conditions heavily influence veiling trends in
some extremely conservative countries all women are required to cover
their bodies from head to toe when in public in more moderate nations
like jordan egypt and morocco veiling is normally a matter of choice
and one sees many women in society who have opted not to veil in
veiled women is lower
nonveiled
indonesia and malaysia the ratio of veiled to non
than in middle eastern islamic countries

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/4
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some muslims hold that the veil is not required at all in islam they
argue that muslim women during the time of muhammad did not veil and
that the practice became a part of muslim culture only after non arab peoples
who had a tradition of veiling entered islam in large numbers the more
mainstream contemporary view is that veiling is required as a means of fos
bering
tering modesty and morality in society
the question of just what constitutes a proper veil is a matter of perniqab
sonal interpretation A full length robe gloves and a face mask ninab
with small slits for vision are required of women in some countries and
conservative families but most muslims consider this practice extreme
some women wear local costumes with a token covering of the hair for
example many muslim women from the indian subcontinent like former
prime minister belazir
benazir boutto
bhutto of pakistan often wear a traditional gown
and loose fitting head scarf today the majority of women who veil wear a
scarf hijab that covers their hair and neck but not the face and an ankle
length long sleeved robe with no gloves 8
muslims generally agree that no one should be compelled to wear the
veil it must be a personal choice a woman makes when she is spiritually
and psychologically ready it is also true however that pressure from family
and friends sometimes subtle sometimes intense frequently has a
bearing on decisions about veiling during the past three decades the
islamic community has witnessed a marked increase in the number of
women donning the veil a phenomenon related to the push for Is lamiza
tion in many muslim countries
the diversity of interpretation among muslims on the issue of gender
roles and veiling is illustrated in the following quotes each taken from an
islamic source and professing to be the correct islamic view in the first
example the difference of opinion concerns whether a woman should cover
her whole body including her face or whether her face can be left uncovered
A muslim woman may wear whatever she pleases in the presence of her husband and family or among women friends but when she goes out or when
men other than her husband or close family are present she is expected to
wear a dress which will cover all parts of her body and which should not
reveal the figure what a contrast with western fashions which every year

concentrate quite intentionally on exposing yet another erogenous zone to
the public gaze
the intention of western dress is to reveal the figure
while the intention of muslim dress is to conceal it at least in public
it is
therefore required for a muslim woman when she goes out to wear a dress
that covers her from head to foot and does not reveal the figure according to
some scholars only the hands and face should be left uncovered while
we must con
according to some others the face should also be covered
cede that on this issue there are two viewpoints and both are derived from
careful reflection on the original sources everyone is free to prefer any one of
these on the basis of arguments but should also respect the other viewpoint 9
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the

second example reflects a much more liberal and generalized
interpretation and avoids a precise definition of what constitutes required
modesty in islam

the social role of women requires mixing with men

islam does not permit any discrimination between men and women nor does it advocate a segbetween them
re
regation

modesty is required in the outdoor dress of both muslim women and
men however there is no specific uniformed dress recommended for a
cha doura abaya qubtan
muslim woman purda chadoura
quftan or hayek are local fashions
preferred by women in different places and may be changed in any time
according to the change of taste these designs or fashions should not violate the basic and permanent requirements of an islamic dress
islam allows any dress that fulfills the required modesty for a decent
woman 10

the

practice of veiling raises provocative questions about the functions and symbolism of clothing in confessional life in islamic society
veiling has several functions it underscores the different roles of men and
women helps maintain proper relations between the sexes by promoting
modesty of thought and conduct expresses ones identity as a member of
the muslim community and reinforces ones commitment to the faith and
ones rejection of materialism fig 1i
clothing serves similar purposes in non muslim communities as well
in a comparative context it is worthwhile to consider corollary questions
what special attire is required in a given religious community and what
functions does it have which aspects of dress are specifically prescribed by
religious dogma and which are merely reflections of cultural norms are
the mores and strictures governing dress exactly the same for both men
and women if not why not modesty is valued in all religions but how
does the definition of modesty and its expression in personal attire change
from culture to culture and from time to time within the same culture
most latter day saints consider church standards of dress to be a necessary reasonable and comfortable part of their religious lives while outside observers describe these same standards as rigid and repressive most
muslims also feel that their requirements for dress including veiling for
women are a necessary reasonable and comfortable norm for human
society even while outside observers denounce these norms as oppressive
to women an eminent american scholar who has spent years living
among muslim women gives several cautions against drawing conclusions
based on superficial impressions
we non muslims tend to believe that those who look out through the
veil suffer from the same exclusion as those of us who look at the veil and
its hidden contents however we have no right to make such an assumption much depends on who makes the decision to veil whether it is

imposed or self selected

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/4
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an outward sign of a complex reality

it relates to the individuals sense of belonging to a group and to the
individuals sense of her own identity
women stress repeatedly that the choice to wear islamic dress is one
they make themselves and it must come from inner religious conviction
the majority of women see themselves as making a statement or taking action that strengthens their own position within the society 11

one young egyptian muslim woman explains some of the social
advantages of veiling my family trusts me implicitly and now that 1I wear
this islamic dress they are not
worried if 1I stay out later than usual
or mingle with friends they do not
always approve of in this dress my
reputation remains intact for
everyone knows that it is a respect
able garment people thus respect
you if you wear it 12
the debate about religious
clothing is one important dimension of the wider dialectic about
gender roles and womens status in
the muslim community and by
extension all religious communities this is in fact one of the most
pressing but neglected issues in the
study of comparative religion gen0
0
der role differentiation has been a
feature of nearly every faith tradition in the world and with the rise
of the feminist movement during
0
the past three decades it has
U
become an ever more controversial
question at the forefront of reli- FIG i white clothing and accouterments
for women going on the pilgrimage hajj
simquestion
discourse
gious
the
to mecca the items include pants and
ply stated is this to what extent iss blouse a cotton hijab or head covering a
religion a facilitating or a debilitat- purse a pair of light shoes a shoe bag to
ing factor in women s historical hold shoes after removing them to enter a
mosque and a cloth for drying off after
struggle to achieve equal status
ablutions before prayer even
performing
and
rights
treatment opportunities
though the hijab covers the mannequins
in society
face women are required not to veil their
the debate is rendered more faces while performing the hajj men also
complex by the fact that within the wear standard white clothing in mecca
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historical experience of every religious community one can find scriptural
passages authoritative dicta and anecdotal examples to support either side
of the argument in the islamic context apologetic literature focuses on
qur
aur anic statements muhammads normative behavior and contemporary testimonials and case studies that affirm an islamic position of honor
respect equality freedom and a different but equal role for women
but critics use the same sources and methods to support a contrary
view they cite the qur
aur an s apparent sanction of a husbands right to use
physical force to discipline his wife muhammad s alleged lasciviousness in
taking multiple wives even exceeding the qur
aur anic limit of four the provisions in islamic personal and family law that assign women a status that is
half of men s in matters of inheritance and legal testimony and data from
some islamic countries indicating that women have less access to education political participation economic benefits employment opportunities and legal protection
muslim apologists are generally articulate in presenting islamic teachings on equality and complementary roles for men and women and per
suasive in pointing out the inaccuracies contradictions and hypocrisy that
often typify non muslim allegations of misogyny in islam on the other
hand muslim apologists frequently adopt a superficial contemptuous
approach to criticism that ultimately weakens the islamic position they
dismiss the comments of critics as baseless merely part of a western conspiracy to destroy islam and thus ignore or gloss over crucial points of
this criticism that are well attested in islamic scripture history and contemporary experience
although specific issues and arguments vary somewhat the same
dialectical pattern characterizes the debate on women s status in all the
major world religions including chrisitianity judaism hinduism and
confucianism A survey of the doctrinal historical and sociological record
of human religious experience leaves little doubt that religion receives
mixed reviews for its role in shaping women s development religious
dogma and values have been detrimental at times in the name of religion
women have been physically abused and killed to preserve male superiority
and family honor denied opportunities for personal growth education
employment travel and freedom of expression compelled to commit sui
cide keep silent undergo genital mutilation and wear restrictive clothing
and subjected to discrimination in society and humiliation at home
but the record also shows that religion forms the core of existential
understanding that sustains women s lives and affirms female gender
countless women throughout history have found profound peace joy and
fulfillment through their participation in personal and communal religious
life fig 2 and it is generally the case that women exhibit higher levels of
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commitment in living a religious
lifestyle and advocating religious val
ues
aes than their male counterparts
final judgment on the issue of
whether religions promotion of gen
der role differentiation hinders or
promotes womens spiritual social
economic and political develop
ment will rest with the individual
observer categorizing a given condition or behavior as detrimental or
beneficial oppressive or liberating
is a highly subjective process ulti
alti
mately these judgments often hinge
on the depth of ones commitment
to the spiritual and epistemological
underpinnings of a given religious
community given the complexity

of the debate and the personal
nature of the issues it is imperative
to avoid hasty judgments and
superficial conclusions about the
spiritual lives of people whom we
observe from afar through dim light
and therefore know imperfectly

U

FIG 2 principal maysa and mariam at the
dqra
iqra academy an islamic school in salt
dqra recite or read was the
lake city iqra

first word uttered by the angel gabriel at
quranic
juranic
the inception of the Qu
ranic revelation
iqra reflects the muslim comused here dqra
mitment to lifelong learning

the question of religious extremism
in the minds of most westerners the term islamic fundamentalism
which appears almost daily in newspapers and television broadcasts is
synonymous with violence terrorism and fear muslim extremists claiming to represent the interests and teachings of islam have engaged in
hijackings
hijackings bombings assassinations attacks on western tourists and businesses and vitriolic denunciations of western civilization the high
profile activities of militant groups like hizbullah in lebanon islamic
jihad in egypt al qaeda
daeda in afghanistan and hamas in the west bank and
gaza have undoubtedly done more than anything else to shape negative
public opinion and stereotypes about islam
since the latter half of the nineteenth century muslims have been
engaged in an intense internal debate about the status of their religion and
modern world colonization of nearly the entire
their community in the modem
islamic world by western powers and the political and economic subjugation
that followed precipitated a crisis among muslims similar to the spiritual
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psychological and intellectual angst that has surfaced in other world relicho senness
gions that espouse a doctrine of chosenness
in judaism it was the holocaust and in shinto it was japan s defeat
II that forced agonizing reand the emperors humiliation in world war 11
flection on this question if we are god s chosen people then why has this
happened to us that is essentially the existential dilemma that has
impelled muslims to search for answers to two basic questions what
brought about the military economic and spiritual decline of the islamic
community following more than one thousand years of supremacy in the
world what should be done to bring about renewal and reform
only in the past two decades has the west become keenly aware of this
dialectic among muslims As the ideological ferment and militant political
activism of the islamic movement have spread beyond the borders of the
islamic heartlands
heart lands the western nations have been drawn into the struggle
western media and scholars have become interested in islam and in its economic social and political influences the oil embargo of 1973 the iranian
revolution and seizure of the american embassy in tehran in 1979 the
egypts president sadat in 1981 wars in afghanistan
assassination of egypto
Chech
chechneya
neya and the gulf and suicide bombings in israel during the last
decade have all helped illustrate how vital and urgent this internal debate
among muslims has become in world affairs these events attest to the fact
that islam has replaced nationalism as the major ideology of dissent
throughout the arab and islamic world 13
analysts both muslim and non muslim have often differed in their
use of terminology to describe this intensification of islamic identity and
activity it has been referred to inter alia as the islamic revival the islamic
awakening the islamic resurgence islamic fundamentalism islamization and the islamist movement participants in these activities are variIsla mists religious militants fundamentalists fanatics and
ously called islamists
extremists 14 many contemporary scholars prefer the term islamist movement to refer to the renewed push by muslims to reform their societies
according to islamic principles of equity and justice
no consensus has emerged among scholars about why or when the
islamic resurgence began 15 but it is safe to assert that for at least a century intellectuals politicians and religious leaders have engaged in a dialogue to identify the roots of the islamic malaise and to articulate a vision
of how islamic societies can regain ascendancy in a modern world the
issue for muslims is not islams
islami viability as a set of spiritual truths and religious practices the core of the conflict is the extent to which islamic ideals
should be permitted to govern not only religious matters in society but
political economic social and educational domains of life as well
the complexity and diversity of the islamist movement for reform
defy easy explanation as it comprises a multiplicity of groups ideologies
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and activities that are often at cross purposes with each other virtually all
islamist factions agree on the goals for solving the problem but disagree
sharply on the means for achieving those goals
in assessing the origin of their decline in the world muslims typically
cite both internal and external factors as follows first they say we muslims must accept some blame for our demise because we have abandoned
the faith we have failed to live our religion as our forefathers did when
islam ruled the world second colonial powers from the christian west
have taken advantage of our weakness and backwardness to conquer our
countries subjugate our peoples exploit our economies and impose alien
secular values that have corrupted our way of life the goals for solving
these two problems of internal decay and external domination are then
obvious and almost unanimously agreed upon first we must cleanse our
societies from within and return to islam second we must root out westneo colonial attempts to weaken
ern secular influences and resist further neocolonial
and humiliate us the slogan islam is the solution has become ubiquitous in the islamic world whether in literature friday sermons daily conversations or graffiti spray painted on public buildings A publication of
the influential muslim brotherhood states there is no cure for the widespread disease of poverty ignorance sickness and moral and national cor16
the ultimate goal of most
ruption except a return to the laws of islam 1116
Isla
islamists
mists is the establishment of an islamic state that applies islamic laws
and principles in every phase of public and private life including economics politics education and family relations
the various groups in the islamist movement are deeply divided however on what methods should be adopted to achieve these goals the vast
majority of muslims advocate a peaceful moderate approach that emphasizes social and political activism to bring about reform participating in
the political process and election campaigns establishing mosques institutes and newspapers to educate the masses and shape public opinion and
providing jobs and social services like health care adult literacy programs
and day care centers for the poor in the ideology of moderate groups a
distinction is made between modernism and secularism that is islam
has no objection to the modern advances in science and technology that promote a healthier more prosperous life but it rejects the materialistic secular
values that seem to accompany those advancements in western society
on the other hand a small percentage of muslims have concluded that
peaceful gradual agitation for change is doomed to failure because the
muslim politicians military officers businessmen and intellectuals who
control their countries are corrupt anti islamic puppets of christian and
jewish neocolonial
neo colonial powers militant groups assert therefore that violent
means are justified to throw offthe oppressive yoke and to obtain the freedom
and prosperity that a true islamic state would provide
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these fringe groups view themselves as soldiers in a desperate war for
survival against apostates and infidels the outcome of which will determine the fate of the islamic community from the perspective of militant
qur
islam violence is justified by the quranic
aur anic principles of jihad because the
juranic
fighters are defending innocent muslims against hostilities aggression and
suffering assassinating corrupt leaders shooting intellectuals and newspaper editors struggling violently to overthrow an oppressive regime and
bombing western sponsored institutions are activities viewed as religious
duties the performance of which reaps allahs rewards even an automatic
place in paradise if one dies while carrying out this duty and thus becomes
a martyr
mainstream muslims denounce this kind of radical ideology as a gross
misinterpretation of islamic principles and as antithetical to islam s historical advocacy of tolerance and peace an american muslim explains
islam is against compulsion in religion as allah says in
no compulsion in religion

the quran there is

As to the relationship between muslims and non muslims allah
co
ordained a peaceful coexistence
existence and a mutual understanding as he said in
the quran say 0 people of the scripture jews and christians come to
an agreement between us and you

and argue not with the people of the scripture
way

except in the best

17

A pakistani student at BYU expressed the attitude of most muslims toward
religious extremism in an insightful editorial following the 1993 attack by

muslim militants against the world trade center

the muslim students at BYU join the rest of the nation in condemning

the recent terrorist attack on the world trade center in new york city we
also condemn the possible involvement of muslims in this heinous crime
we regret the loss of innocent lives in this incident and hope the real culprits
are subjected to exemplary punishment

these senseless acts have nothing to do with islam and are against the
spirit of the religion that emphasizes the concept of peace more than anything else

the incident in new york city is not any more representative of islam
than the people in waco texas the cult of extremists led by david koresh
are representative of mainstream christianity cody judy who briefly held
president hunter hostage does not represent mormonism any better than
do the palestinian suspects of the new york bombing represent islam acts of
a handful of derelicts are not true representatives of the faith they adhere to 18

the islamist movement

in both its moderate and extreme manifestations will continue to influence economic social and political developments throughout the world even though islamist rhetoric couches the
problems of muslims in religious terms there is little doubt that factors
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other than spiritual delinquency must be addressed in order to bring about
necessary reforms since the events of september 11 moderate but influential voices in the islamic world have called for muslims to study and remedy
the problems that foster religious extremism and acts of violence 19 the
seedbed of religious extremism is prolonged suffering humiliation and
despair arising from extreme sociopolitical conditions poverty hunger
unemployment illiteracy and political disenfranchisement when
exposed long enough to desperate circumstances even moral intelligent
and often invoke religion
people sometimes resort to desperate measures andoften
to acquire support and legitimacy
religious militancy is not a uniquely islamic phenomenon that reflects as some westerners seem to suppose a theological flaw in islam or
some sort of inherent muslim predisposition toward fanaticism in an article
discussing the official policy of the united states toward islam edward P
djererian former US ambassador to syria and israel advocates an
enlightened and balanced approach to this issue he cautions against
islamophobia calls for understanding of the underlying causes of religious
extremism and suggests that religion can act as a positive catalyst in solving conflicts

the united states government does not view islam as the next ism confronting the west or threatening world peace that is a simplistic response to
it is social injustice the lack of
a complex reality
in the final analysis
economic social educational and political opportunity that provides the
we differ with those who whatever their reliextremists a constituency
gion practice terrorism resort to violence reject the peaceful resolution of
conflicts oppress minorities preach intolerance disdain political pluralism

or who violate internationally accepted standards regarding human
rights
while there is a common perception that religious differences have
been and remain a cause or pretext for conflict and wars there is the other
side of the coin where the work and actions of religious groups and individuals can help foster the peaceful settlement of conflicts 20

extremists who rationalize violence in the name of god can be found
in the history of every religious tradition including mormonism the
point here is not to justify violent acts of religious extremists but to encourage analysis and understanding of the conditions that create one of the
great paradoxes in world religions the growth of hatred bigotry and violence in the same spiritual soil that produces love tolerance and peace
islands search for unity of vision and voice

the twenty first century progresses the muslim community must
grapple with some thorny issues and daunting challenges foremost
islami place in
among these is the urgent need for a coherent vision of islams
As
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modern society and a unified voice to articulate that vision persuasively
the issue of how to reconcile the traditional religious values teachings
and practices of islam with the requirements of an international socioeconomic order based on concepts of secularism rationalism and democracy is a focus of intense debate within the umma in a nutshell the
problem is how to adopt the beneficial aspects of western technology without being harmed spiritually by the corrosive effects of western culture
anwar ibrahim former deputy prime minister of malaysia referred to
the tormenting predicament among muslims of
whether to remain loyal to ones traditions or to depart for a way of life perceived as superior
muslims generally fall into two distinct categories
foreswore everything from the west because of their
there were those who foreshore
passionate and tenacious hold on everything from their own traditions and
then there were those who overwhelmed by the dazzling light of western
civilization became renegades
rene gades to condemn their own 21i

fazlur rahman one of the most gifted muslim intellectuals of the twentieth century asserts that muslims in dealing with this predicament must
take a fresh look at their history and forge a revitalized islamic worldview
worldview
the heart of the problem which a muslim must face and resolve if he wishes
to reconstruct an islamic future on an islamic past is how
this past
shall guide him and which elements of his history he may modify emphasize or deflate

it lies in the actual positive formulation of islam of exactly
spelling out what islam has to say to the modern individual and society 22

two major obstacles stand in the way of the ammas
ummas efforts to deal
with this predicament each of which represents a paradox in the life of the
modern muslim community first since 1924 when ataturk abolished
the caliphate in turkey islam has lacked any semblance of a centralized
leadership that can speak authoritatively for all muslims some historians
have argued that such a central authority ceased to exist with the death of
ail the last of the four rightly guided caliphs this historical developait
alt
ali
ment has influenced in both positive and negative ways the evolution of the
muslim community worldwide on the plus side the lack of a central
organization has been a key factor in islam s continuous growth and
expansion as it has allowed a significant degree of flexibility in adapting to
widely divergent cultures
on the minus side the absence of a unified central voice has created
ambiguities dissonance and even hostilities in areas not affected by the
binding power of the five pillars the great arab muslim philosopher ibn
averroes
roess in the west discussed the problem
Aver
rushd
acerro
rusha 1126 1198 known as averro
schisms in early islam 23 these difficulties are most evident
of tensions and schisma
in the communal effort to define and implement an islamic model for the
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social economic and political dimensions of life in a modern world on
these kinds of issues one encounters a degree of sociopolitical diversity in
the umma that in its depth and passion is as remarkable as the ritual uniformity one also observes
the reality is and it is a reality that causes as much distress to
thoughtful muslims as it does confusion to non muslims that the various islamist reformers and movements have been unable to agree on just
what an acceptable distinctive and viable islamic solution is to
intractable problems such as poverty disease hunger unemployment
illiteracy and national governance fazlur rahman echoes a common
refrain in muslim literature when he laments that the greatest weakness of
neorevivalism
neo
revivalism is its substitution of cliche mongering for serious intellectual endeavor 24
viewed from this vantage point muslim talk of pan islamic economic
cooperation and political integration sounds overly optimistic with a
multiplicity of sects ideologies legal codes schools of islamic law and
politico economic systems across the islamic world and with no universally accepted authority to define issues render binding interpretations
and rally support the islamic world faces daunting challenges in its
divinely mandated duty to establish the islamic alternative in both spiritual and temporal affairs throughout the world
in recent years when islamist groups have managed to gain political
power and implement islamic states with the full weight of islamic shari a
law as in the case of iran and afghanistan we see that the islamist solution to complex socioeconomic problems so far has consisted of simplistic
measures women have been forced to veil and to give up their jobs outside
the home cinemas bars and casinos have been closed down schools have
been segregated so that boys and girls cannot mingle and people have been
forced to observe prayer times neither iran nor saudi arabia who compete with each other for the self ascribed title of the worlds only true
islamic government has succeeded in creating an inspiring model of modern muslim governance that can bring leadership vision prosperity and
unity to a fractured umma
the second obstacle concerns the role of islamic law shari a in governing a modern nation state muslims view sharia as a comprehensive
code of law that governs essentially every aspect of private and public life
individual and group devotions diet and eating habits personal hygiene
marital relations politics commerce and banking and education it
includes criminal as well as personal and family law shari a is based on the
qur
aur an and sunna but also incorporates the legal opinions of the great
muslim jurists throughout islamic history it would be tantamount to creating a system of law and daily life derived from the LDS standard works
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and 1400
1400 years accumulation of interpretation and commentary reflected
in the published writings of general authorities
Isla mists that shari a must form the dounda
founda
it is axiomatic for most islamists
tion of any truly islamic polity because god s law provides the only lasting remedies to the social political and economic ills that beset humanity
that these remedies are as relevant and effective today as they were during
islam s golden era centuries ago and that therefore muslims must avoid a
piecemeal approach and adopt the corpus of
ofsharik
ofsharia
sharla
sharia law in its entirety the
logic is that what was good for muslims then will be good for muslims now
and what made islam preeminent once will make islam preeminent again
today islam as fleshed out in meticulous detail in shari a law is valid in
every time and in every place as muslims like to say implementation of
sharia then is the sine qua non of any islamist reform effort the key
ingredient that will ensure successful realization of an islamic sociopolitical order in the world
but careful observation of islamic experience reveals the following
dilemma while many muslim reformers extol the virtues of shari a and
regard it as the sure means of their salvation other muslim and non
ofsharik
sharl a in a modern setting and view
shari
ofshari
muslim voices question the efficacy of
it instead as a primary cause of the muslims tormenting predicament
those who see shari a as a hindrance to reform and progress argue that
changing times require adapting religious traditions and principles to fit
new realities they point out that shari a legal rulings reflect solutions that
were worked out in response to specific historical situations from the seventh to the ninth centuries and that these answers cannot be transplanted
effectively to meet the needs of a modern pluralistic technology based
society the way out of the contemporary muslim predicament they
believe is not to adopt the solutions worked out and codified as law by earlier muslims in medina or damascus or baghdad rather it is to emulate
the hermeneutical methods and spiritual energy of the earlier generations
who developed creative solutions to the problems of their times based on
independent inquiry and original analysis of the qur
aur an freed from
overdependence on historical and legal precedents contemporary musover
dependence
lims can formulate their own dynamic responses that both reflect the
divine will as contained in the quran and address the ever changing reali
ties of modern life
two contemporary examples illustrate the doctrinal dissonance created in the absence of a unified central organization in islam and the complexity of the polemic surrounding the shari a s proper role in a religiously
pluralistic society the first example involves the issue of women s rights
while muslims counter criticism that islam demeans and subjugates
women with assertions that it has in fact been a liberating force with
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regard to womens rights the signals from traditional muslim authorities
are frequently ambiguous and confusing
muslim apologetic literature vehemently denies that islam condones
female circumcision a practice that predates islam and is essentially
unknown to most muslims but is widely carried out in the nile valley
egypt and sudan and some other african areas the practice has been
condemned by various international organizations as a brutal violation of
a comans
womans human rights and yet as recently as 1996 lawmakers in egypt
acting in accordance with shari a guidelines passed a law to forbid the
adoption of children but refused to include a clause banning female circumcision egyptian newspapers quoted the head of al azhar university
the oldest and arguably the most influential religious institution in sunni
islam as saying that circumcising girls is as much a duty for muslims as
prayer however the new rector of the university who is also a leading
sharia expert is quoted as opposing female circumcision and stating that
it is not a religious duty but merely a tradition and therefore subject to the
3025
1125
25
opinion of doctors not clerics 3325
the picture became even more blurred
when the new rector less than a week later reversed his position and
opened that a moderate circumcision can be useful for girls by keepopined
ing this moderation in circumcision we avoid the ill effects that some
people have called to be banned
the truth is that circumcision is bal26
anced is a cleanliness useful for women and men 1126
this example as well
as other recent cases dealing with abortion surrogate parenting and honor
killings 27 highlights the ambiguity that often characterizes islamic discourse on sociopolitical issues and begs answers to these questions how
does one decipher islam s position on a given issue who truly has authority
to speak in behalf of the muslim community
another example reveals the inevitable clash between the modern
principle of religious pluralism and the shari a law governing religious
minorities islam has historically treated non muslim minorities with an
admirable degree of tolerance but while such tolerance represented a progressive
gres sive policy for its time the emergence of post enlightenment social
and political ideologies in the west and the increasing interdependency of
nations demand a new standard religious pluralism this implies not just
tolerating the beliefs of religious minorities and allowing them to worship
while granting them secondary status in society but a full acceptance of
their right to practice and propagate their faiths freely to express their religious views openly and to enjoy equal rights of citizenship muslim apologists are quick to point out that islam advocates the full range of human
rights including religious liberty and in recent years several individuals
and organizations have issued publications outlining their islamic vision of
human rights
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but this literature uniformly avoids the difficult issue of shari a provisions that accord religious minorities respected but secondary status and
that stipulate harsh penalties including the death penalty for muslims
who leave the faith or are declared apostates 28 islamic laws permitting
conversion to islam but forbidding muslim conversion to other religions
are incompatible with internationally recognized norms of religious liberty
ummas efforts to promote
and present a major stumbling block in the ammas
modernization and progress among muslims A recent study of human
rights and religious freedom in islam concluded
are mostly evasive on the questhe islamic human rights schemes
tion of protections for freedom of religion
this indicates a lack of support for the idea that people should be free to follow the religion of their
choice
the failure of a single one of these islamic human rights schemes
to take a position against the application of the sharia death penalty for apostasy means that the authors of these schemes have neglected to confront and
resolve the main issues involved in harmonizing international human rights
and sharia standards
the lack of support for the principle of freedom of religion in the
islamic human rights schemes is one of the factors that most sharply distinguishes them from the international bill of human rights which treats freedom of religion as an unqualified right the authors unwillingness to
repudiate the rule that a person should be executed over a question of religious belief reveals the enormous gap that exists between their mentalities
and the modern philosophy of human rights 29

the literature on contemporary islam treats many other examples that
illustrate the difficulty of harmonizing shari a law with modern standards
sociopolitical
a
abased
and practices and the challenge of carrying out shari based
development educational reform and economic integration with the
world community
sharia
Is the sharla
sharl
shari a an engine or a brake in national development does it
promote or hinder the islamic worlds progress these questions lie at the
heart of muslim efforts to define their direction as a community maintain
unity and regain their preeminent position on the world stage the debate
is intensely emotional and divisive because shari a has traditionally formed
the heart of muslim identity and the bedrock of islamic orthodoxy the
dilemma of whether to accept a diminished role for sharia in society or to
face the prospect of continued underdevelopment and alienation in the
international arena is a painful one for muslims
so far three general approaches to the role of shari a have emerged in
the umma first liberal reformers like mahmud muhammad taha of sudan
and fazlur rahman of pakistan have advocated an approach that would
forge a modern islamic vision based on original reinterpretation of the
qur
aur an rather than dependency on the historical legacy of shari a but
the idea of discounting the shari a tradition is unthinkable to most orthodox
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muslims hence the proposals of these liberal reformers have generally
been branded as apostate blasphemies
second a particularistic but pragmatic approach is evident in the legal
codes of many islamic countries while the constitutions of most muslim
governments proclaim the nation an islamic state the sharia is only partially applied in the legal system normally in matters of personal and family
law such as marriage divorce inheritance and religious choice while
visiting the islamic university in yogyakarta indonesia I1 was startled to
hear muslim religion professors dismiss the application of the whole of
shari a as a legal option in their ethnically pluralistic but islamic nation it
creates too much contention and disruption they explained the fact that
so many muslim governments employ sharia piecemeal is telling evidence
and a tacit acknowledgment that it is inadequate as now constituted to
meet the broad and complex range of legal needs in modern governance
third hard line islamist groups remain adamant in their insistence
that implementation of shari a in its entirety is mandatory in a true islamic
modernization
state and that it is the only way to achieve islamic progress
without westernization many reject the argument that sharia is incompatible with prevailing international norms while others defiantly welcome the prospect of the international opprobrium and isolation that
might result from the full application of shari a
the ability or inability of muslims to deal effectively with these two
issues defining a more unified voice and vision and achieving some form
sha
sharl
shari
as role will profoundly shape their spiritual course
of consensus on sharits
sharids
rids
and vibrancy in the twenty first century and beyond present rivalries and
deep rooted disagreements within the contemporary muslim community
on political social and economic issues do not bode well for a successful
resolution of these tensions
an important characteristic of islam s inner structure however compen sates for the lack of unified leadership and maintains the essential idenpensates
tity and solidarity of the umma without a central hierarchy to provide
direction or an authoritative voice to determine orthodoxy one might
expect to find widespread differences not only on sociopolitical issues but
in belief and practice among the diverse muslim populations instead one
encounters a distinctive social ethos and extraordinary theological and
liturgical uniformity among muslims everywhere this paradox is a testament to the power and efficacy of ritual in a religious community for
more than a thousand years the five pillars and related religious observances have provided the spiritual mortar that holds the house of islam
together and engenders communal identity and purpose fig 3
the islamic experience presents a fascinating case study of the
processes of ferment and evolution that all religions undergo as times and
circumstances change the daunting task for every religious community is
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palestinian muslim men relaxing and chatting after prayer in front of al aqsa
aasa
mosque on jerusalems
Jeru salems haram al sharif the egalitarian communal aspects of muslim
life have been important factors in the expansion of islam worldwide
FIG 3

to find creative responses to newly emerging realities and challenges without destroying its spiritual moorings energy identity and unity this
effort requires that all religions engage in self examination and dialectical
discourse in order to determine what is the essential immutable core of the
faith and what is peripheral and transitory to ascertain those aspects of
religion that can be as fazlur rahman said modified emphasized or
deflate d to suit new conditions and to recognize when something is as
the prophet joseph smith observed wrong under one circumstance
but right under another this process of identifying and resolving
dialectical tensions is distressing but vital in the life of all religious communities
muni ties and its outcome is crucial in determining the direction vitality
and longevity of every religion that seeks to exert its spiritual influence
across boundaries of time space culture and language in short to
become a world religion

james A toronto torontobyuedu is associate professor ofarabic and islamic
studies at brigham young university he received a BA in english at BYU an MA in
middle eastern studies at harvard and a phd in islamic studies at harvard portions
of this essay were published previously in religions of the world A latter day saint view
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